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Abstract— Acoustically expressed emotions can make com-
munication with a robot more efficient. Detecting emotions
like anger could provide a clue for the robot indicating
unsafe/undesired situations. Recently, several deep neural
network-based models have been proposed which establish
new state-of-the-art results in affective state evaluation. These
models typically start processing at the end of each utterance,
which not only requires a mechanism to detect the end of an
utterance but also makes it difficult to use them in a real-time
communication scenario, e.g. human-robot interaction. We pro-
pose the EmoRL model that triggers an emotion classification as
soon as it gains enough confidence while listening to a person
speaking. As a result, we minimize the need for segmenting
the audio signal for classification and achieve lower latency
as the audio signal is processed incrementally. The method is
competitive with the accuracy of a strong baseline model, while
allowing much earlier prediction.
I. INTRODUCTION
Emotions are essential for natural communication between
humans and have recently received growing interest in the
research community. Dialog agents in human-robot interac-
tion could be improved significantly if they were given the
ability to evaluate an emotional state of a person and its
dynamics. For instance, if a robot could detect that a person
is speaking in an angry way which could be a sign that the
robot should adjust its behavior.
Deep Neural Networks (DNN) have been successfully
applied in speech and natural language processing tasks such
as language modeling [1], sentiment analysis [2], speech
recognition [3] and neural machine translation [4]. DNNs
have also been adapted for emotion recognition problems
falling into three main categories: frame-based processing
[5] (usually with a majority voting for the final classification)
and sequential processing [6] (taking into account the tem-
poral dependencies of the acoustic signal) or a combination
of both [7].
The objective of this previous work is to achieve the
highest possible classification accuracy given the entire ut-
terance. Usually an extra mechanism is required to detect
the end of the utterance to make a prediction, but in reality
humans can evaluate an emotional state of a person already
before a phrase or sentence is finished. Existing models
rely on acoustic segmentation methods to detect speech
boundaries which are then classified by the model. Also, Bi-
directional Recurrent Neural Networks (Bi-RNN) have been
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Fig. 1. High-level system overview. The robot analyzes continuously
arriving acoustic input and only when it has enough information to evaluate
the affective state of the speaker it will output if the person is in an angry
state or not. The model evaluates audio input every 300ms and also takes into
account information from the past. An agent is trained using reinforcement
learning to make the dynamic decision: wait for more audio data or trigger
prediction now. Please refer to the supplementary video.
shown to significantly outperform forward-only architectures
in sequence classification [8]. As a disadvantage, Bi-RNNs
can only process the utterance when it is finished which is
not desired in situations like real-time processing or safety-
related issues. For instance, analyzing just one second of
the utterance instead of the entire utterance can determine
whether a person is in a highly negative state, which could
lead to a crucial time margin for safety reasons.
In this paper, we propose a system that learns to perform
emotion classification, which optimizes two factors: accuracy
and latency of the classification. We cast this problem into
a reinforcement learning problem by training an emotion
detection agent to perform two actions: wait and terminate.
By selecting the terminate action, the agent stops processing
incoming speech frames and performs classification based
on the information it observed. A trade-off between accuracy
and latency is achieved by punishing wrong classifications
as well as too late predictions through the reward function.
Our main contribution is a neural architecture that learns to
predict an emotion state of a speaker with minimum possible
latency without significantly sacrificing the accuracy of the
system. Our model is especially useful for robot applications,
for example, to detect an unsafe situation earlier given a
human utterance. We evaluate the proposed model on the
iCub robot platform and compare it with multiple baseline
models.
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II. RELATED WORK
The majority of previous work in acoustic emotion recog-
nition focuses mainly on utterance-level classification. The
structure of the available annotated data is one of the
reasons: labels are provided for the whole acoustic signal.
For instance, there could be a sample of 5-6 seconds length
where several emotions are mixed together, or there might
be even several speakers expressing different emotions, but
there is no information about boundaries or time frames. As
a result, it is common practice to assume that the annotation
label corresponds to the whole content of the utterance. In
previous research, two main directions can be observed: to
model emotion for the whole utterance directly or to model
emotion of a short acoustic chunk and combine individual
predictions to infer a label for the whole sequence.
Utterance-level classification: Recurrent architectures
model long-term temporal dependencies and are a popular
choice to model the sequence-level emotion classification.
Huang et al. [6] proposed an attention-based recurrent neural
network, which implicitly learns which speech frames are
important for the predictions as there could be a significant
amount of non-relevant information, such as silence. Learn-
ing task-specific representations directly from the raw data
using neural networks has recently gained popularity, mainly
inspired by the success of convolutional neural networks
in computer vision problems [9], [10]. Ghosh et al. [11]
demonstrated a successful example of using autoencoders
for feature learning from power spectrograms and RNN pre-
training. Trigeorgis et al. proposed an architecture which
combines convolution and recurrent neural networks to learn
features from a raw waveform for emotion classification [12]
instead of using well-known hand-crafted representations like
Mel-Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCCs).
Frame-level classification: As an alternative to utterance-
level modeling, finer-grained emotion classification could
be feasible with speech frames which are not labeled the
same. Fayek et al. [5] achieved state-of-the-art performance
with convolutional neural networks modeling a probability
distribution over emotion classes at the speech frame level
and selecting the emotion with the highest average posterior
probability over all frames as a final decision. Lee et al. [7]
obtained an aggregated vector by the frame-level predictions
with several statistic functions and fed the vector to an
Extreme Learning Machines classifier.
Adaptive sequence processing: A recently emerging area
of natural language processing is based on a combination of
reinforcement learning with traditional supervised settings.
Yu et al. [13] proposed a variant of the Long-Short Term
Memory model [14] which is able to skip irrelevant in-
formation by deciding how many forthcoming words can
be omitted. The model is trained with the REINFORCE
algorithm [15] and it showed that it needed to process 1.7
times less words to achieve a similar accuracy level as an
LSTM processing the whole sentence in a sentiment analysis
task. Shen et al. [16] achieved state-of-the-art performance
in machine comprehension by introducing a termination gate
as an additional LSTM gate, which is responsible for an
adaptive stop. A combination of the optimization of cross-
entropy loss and expected reward was proposed by Ranzato
et al. [17] which allowed to train models with a large action
space, for example, in the text generation domain [18].
Our proposed EmoRL model, is inspired by recent ad-
vances of adaptive sequence processing architectures [13],
[17] and [16], and learns how to terminate and classify the
emotion as early as possible. To our best knowledge, this
is the first example of such a model in the acoustic signal
processing domain.
III. METHODOLOGY
Given the sequence of utterances, EmoRL, our proposed
model, can determine the earliest reasonable time to classify
an emotion. EmoRL receives the acoustic features as a raw
state of the environment. As can be seen in Fig.2, we
divide our proposed model into three parts, the GRU for
the state representation, the emotion classification and the
action selection module. Since each frame length is 25ms,
which is too short to detect the underlying emotion, multiple
frames are necessary to achieve a more descriptive state
(θs). A temporal abstraction of given features, which is
already provided in the Gated Recurrent Unit (explained in
section III.B), is a more efficient state representation. This
state is shared with both the emotion classification (θc) and
the action selection module (θa) which determines when to
terminate listening to the utterance.
A. Feature extraction
We extract 15 MFCC coefficients and their first and second
derivatives extracted from windows of 25ms width and 10ms
stride using the OpenSMILE toolkit [19]. In addition to
MFCC coefficients we extract fundamental frequency values
(pitch), voice probability and loudness smoothed with a
moving average window with a size of 15. The reason for our
choice of features is that such feature set showed state-of-the-
art results in acoustic emotion classification by Huang et al.
[6]. We normalize each feature based on mean and standard
deviation statistics calculated over the training dataset. Each
feature is subtracted with the mean and then divided by the
standard deviation.
B. Emotion Classification Model
For the emotion classification model (see Fig.2), we use a
single layer Recurrent Neural Network with Gated Recurrent
Units (GRU) proposed by Bahdanau et al. [20]. The GRU
network updates its internal memory state at each time frame.
We average all hidden memory states to obtain a compact
fixed-length vector representation of the utterance which we
feed to the classification layer. We select this part of the
model ([θs;θc]) (indicated as GRU Baseline in this paper) to
compare it with our EmoRL, due to its simplicity, and since
it was demonstrated by Huang et al. [6] that such architecture
produces state-of-the-art results.
In each time frame, the extracted features xt ∈ R33 are
passed to the GRU layer to obtain the hidden memory
Fig. 2. The EmoRL model consists of 4 components: Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU), Emotion Classification (EC), Action Selection (AS) and Baseline
Reward Estimator (BRE). The GRU encodes the acoustic information as a
fixed-length vector allowing to model long-term dependencies of a speech
signal which is used as a state representation in our system. EC is a single
layer module which uses the state representation to evaluate the probability
of the human speaker being in an angry state. AS and BRE are also single
layer modules which determine the probability distribution over possible
actions and the estimation of the baseline reward.
representation.
zt = σ(xtU z+ st−1 ·W z) (1)
rt = σ(xtU r + st−1 ·W r) (2)
ht = tanh(xtUh+(st−1 rt)W h) (3)
st = zt  st−1+(1− zt)ht−1 (4)
where z and r are update and reset gates, st is the memory
representation at time frame t, U and W are parameters
matrices and σ(·) is the logistic sigmoid function. Then, the
emotion is determined by the next layer:
dt = σ(wd ·St +bd) (5)
emotion =
{
angry dt > 0.5
neutral dt ≤ 0.5 (6)
We use a binary cross-entropy loss function to train the
emotion classification model:
Jc(θs,θc) =−dˆ logdT +(1− dˆ) log(1−dT ) (7)
where dˆ is the ground truth for the emotion (0 for neutral
and 1 for angry) and dT the predicted emotion at the final
time frame (or the terminal time frame). θs and θc refer to
the parameters in the state representation (GRU) and emotion
classification model. In our experiments we name this model
GRU Baseline.
C. Training with REINFORCE
For the action selection module, we used a Monte Carlo
Policy Gradient (REINFORCE) [15] action model (θa) either
to terminate or wait for the next frame of the speech utter-
ance. The terminate action triggers the emotion classifier’s
decision which can be either neutral or angry. On the other
hand, the wait action does not trigger the decision but waits
for the next frame. However, our model triggers the decision
after the maximum number of frames as well as the end of
the sequence regardless of the selected action.
The action selection module, which is a RL agent, receives
two types of rewards, accuracy and latency, which both are
terminal rewards. One of the cases, where the agent gets the
accuracy reward, is when it chooses the terminate action.
Then, the emotion class, which is determined by the emotion
classifier is compared with the ground truth label. Thus, the
rewards (racc) are true positive (rt p), false positive (r f p), true
negative (rtn) and false negative (r f n) (see Table I). When the
agent waits more than the maximum number of frames the
agent receives a negative reward (rnoDec) for not triggering
the decision (i.e. selecting the terminate action). The agent
also receives the latency reward which is
rlat =
1
t+1
(8)
where t is the termination time frame. In all other cases such
as non-terminal steps, the reward is zero (i.e. no intermediate
rewards). The total reward function is a summation of
accuracy and latency reward:
rt = racc+ rlat (9)
The probability distribution over actions is modeled as a
single linear layer with a softmax function:
at = So f tmax(W a ·St +ba) (10)
where, W a and ba (θa) are the weight and bias values, and
St is the averaged hidden state of the GRU. The So f tmax
function is
So f tmax(α j) =
eα j
∑ni=1 eαi
(11)
The objective of the RL agent is to maximize the expected
return under the agent’s policy.
Ja(θa,θs) = Epi(at |st ; θa,θs)[Rt ] (12)
where pi(at |st ; θa,θs) is the policy of the agent and Rt is the
expected return in each state which is
Rt =
T
∑
t ′=t
γ t−t
′
rt ′ (13)
where γ is the discount factor (0.99). To maximize the
objective function Ja(θa,θs), we use the algorithm introduced
in [15] to approximate the gradient numerically.
TABLE I
THE ACCURACY REWARD VALUES (racc) GIVEN TO THE RL AGENT
actions
terminate wait
decision:
angry
decision:
neutral
end of
utterance
Ground angry rt p = 1 r f p =−1 rnoDec =−1
Truth neutral r f n =−1 rtn = 1 rnoDec =−1
∇θa,θsJa(θa,θs)≈
T
∑
t=0
[∇θa,θs logpi(at |st ;θa,θs) Rt ] (14)
However, due to the high variance in the gradient signal,
we use REINFORCE with baseline reward estimation which
needs an extra term bt to be subtracted from the expected
return [15]. Therefore, the modified objective function is
∇θa,θs Ja(θa,θs)≈
T
∑
t=0
[∇θa,θs logpi(at |st ;θa,θs) (Rt −bt)]
(15)
In the next section, we explain the baseline reward estima-
tion.
D. Baseline Reward Estimation
As discussed in [13], [15], [21], different approaches can
be applied to calculate the baseline bt . We applied methods
from [18], [22]. The baseline is obtained with a linear
regression from the hidden state of the GRU:
bt =W b ·St +bb (16)
where W b and bb (θb = [W b;bb]) are the weight and bias
values of the baseline model. The objective function to train
the baseline parameters is
Jb(θb) = Epi(at |st ;θa)
[
T
∑
t=0
(Rt −bt)2
]
(17)
It should be noted that we disconnected the gradient signal
of the baseline objective function (∇ Jθb) to prevent its
backpropagation to the hidden state of the GRU. The baseline
objective function estimates the expected reward. Therefore,
sending its gradient signal to the GRU would eventually
change the policy of the model which changes the expected
return and thus creates an unstable loop. The expected return
with a lower variance is
Rˆt = Rt −bt (18)
We then applied rescaling introduced by [18] with a moving
average and standard deviation over Rˆt , which is
R˜t =
Rˆt − R¯√
σ2+ ε
(19)
Then, the gradient of action selection model (Eq. 14) is
rewritten as
∇θa,θsJa(θa,θs)≈
T
∑
t=0
[∇θa,θs logpi(at |st ;θa,θs) R˜t ] (20)
E. Training details
The total loss function of EmoRL is
J =−Ja(θa,θs) + Jc(θc,θs) + Jb(θb) (21)
We used the ADAM optimizer [23] with the learning rate
of 10−4 and a weight decay rate of 10−5 and used a pre-
trained model to improve the learning process. We froze
the parameters of the GRU (θs) and decision classification
(θc) for the first 5K episodes after pre-training. The intuition
behind the setup was not to jeopardize the pre-trained models
due to the large gradient values at the beginning of the
training. Our current model was trained with a batch size
of 1.
F. Inference
During training, the action was sampled probabilistically at
each time frame (pi(a|st ;θa,θs)). However, during validation
and test, the action with maximum probability was selected:
a = maxa′(pi(a′|st ;θa,θs)). If the wait action was predicted
by the model, it moved to the next audio sample. Otherwise,
we terminated the processing and compared the prediction
of the emotion classification module with the ground truth
to estimate performance during the validation phase.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Data
The Interactive Emotional Dyadic Motion Capture dataset
IEMOCAP [24] contains five recorded sessions of conversa-
tions between pairs of actors, one from each gender. The total
amount of data is 12 hours of audio-visual information from
ten actors annotated with categorical emotion labels (Anger,
Happiness, Sadness, Neutral, Surprise, Fear, Frustration and
Excitement). Each sample in the corpus is an utterance with
an average length of around 6 seconds and is annotated by
several annotators. We perform several data filtering steps:
we discard samples annotated with three different emotion
labels and select only samples that have a consensus of at
least two annotators. We select samples annotated only as
Anger and Neutral (3,395 utterances overall) as our goal is
to evaluate if the person turns into high arousal and negative
state. Our goal is to simulate a safety-related scenario, when
the robot is able to detect a transition from Neutral to Anger
state of a speaker, which can be used for robot’s planning
and decision making modules.
1) Lab setup: Our goal is to simulate a scenario close
to a real-life situation. The experimental setup that we use
is shown in Fig.3. The setup consists of a humanoid robot
head (iCub) immersed in a display to create a virtual reality
environment for the robot [25]. Speakers are located behind
the display between 0° and 180° every 15° along the azimuth
plane with the same elevation. The iCub head is 1.6 meters
away from the speakers. The setup introduces background
noise generated by the projectors, computers, power sources
as well as ego noise from the iCub head.
Fig. 3. Lab setup of iCub in front of loudspeakers behind a screen [25]
2) Dataset recording: In addition to the clean IEMOCAP
dataset we re-recorded this dataset in our lab setup to test
the generalization of our method to a human-robot interaction
scenario. We play each recording from the IEMOCAP dataset
picking a random speaker out of 4 pre-selected speakers in
the lab and record a signal from the iCub ear microphones.
We use the same annotation for the recorded sample as
in the original dataset. As a result we obtain the whole
IEMOCAP dataset re-recorded, which has the same acoustic
content but is overlaid with several noise types: iCub’s ego
noise, fan and noise from several PCs present in our lab.
We call this dataset IEMOCAP-iCub in our experiments.
Therefore, such procedure allows us to test algorithms in a
very realistic noise environment on a dataset containing more
than 3,000 annotated samples. Recording and annotating
such a dataset from scratch in a lab environment would be
a time-consuming and error-prone process.
B. Experiments
We report accuracy and the area under the receiver oper-
ating characteristic curve (AUC-ROC) which is a standard
metric for unbalanced binary classifications. In addition
Fig. 4. The collected reward by the RL agent during training (three different
runs are present corresponding to different cross-validation folds).
Fig. 5. ROC-AUC score (y-axis) of the GRU-based neural model [6]
trained with different ratio of utterance used (x-axis) from the IEMOCAP-
iCub dataset. For example, 0.4 means that we use only first 40% of the
utterance to classify an emotion.
-
to these metrics, we report the achieved speed-up of the
models following a leave-one-actor-out routine to assess the
generalization ability of the model to the new actors. There
are 10 actors present in the dataset and we keep utterances
from 9 actors for training and evaluate on the remaining
actor. We average results over 10 runs with different random
number generator seeds to estimate the variance due to
random weight initializations (see Fig.4).
First, we present a graph of dependency between the AUC-
ROC metric and ratio of the input sequence used in the
analysis (see Fig. 5) and we conclude that performance levels
off after 60% of the sequence is processed. This shows that
the emotion classification does not need the whole utterance
to achieve best possible performance.
Results for IEMOCAP and IEMOCAP-iCub are present
in Table II and Table III. EmoRL achieves a 0.86 AUC-
ROC score with 1.75x speed-up on average on our recorded
IEMOCAP-iCub dataset, while GRU Baseline achieves a
slightly higher score only with the full-length utterance.
EmoRL is as good as GRU Baseline if that receives 75%
of sequence input even though EmoRL reads on average
only 57% of the sequence. This can be an indicator that
our RL agent learns dynamically when it is ready to make
predictions. Moreover, we observe only minor differences
in performance of our models on the clean IEMOCAP and
IEMOCAP-iCub datasets, which is an indicator that EmoRL
can work efficiently even with noise injected.
TABLE II
EVALUATION RESULTS (IEMOCAP). ROWS ARE SORTED W.R.T.
SPEED-UP
Model % of usedutterance AUC-ROC Accuracy
Relative
Latency Speed-up
Most Frequent emotion - 0.5 67% 1.0 -
GRU Baseline [6] 10% 0.66±0.06 77.1%±8.1% 0.1 10x
GRU Baseline [6] 25% 0.67±0.08 78.3%±5.8% 0.25 4x
GRU Baseline [6] 50% 0.71±0.10 82.9%±4.9% 0.5 2x
EmoRL adaptive 0.89±0.04 84.9%±4.3% 0.55±0.2 1.82x
GRU Baseline [6] 75% 0.77±0.11 84.8%±4.4% 0.75 1.3x
GRU Baseline [6] 100% 0.90±0.04 85.1%±3.9% 1.0 -
TABLE III
EVALUATION RESULTS (IEMOCAP-ICUB). ROWS ARE SORTED W.R.T.
SPEED-UP
Model % of usedutterance AUC-ROC Accuracy
Relative
Latency Speed up
Most Frequent emotion - 0.5 67% 1.0 -
GRU Baseline [6] 10% 0.74±0.05 77.0%±7.1% 0.1 10x
GRU Baseline [6] 25% 0.75±0.06 79.5%±6.4 0.25 4x
GRU Baseline [6] 50% 0.77±0.08 81.4%±5.7% 0.5 2x
EmoRL adaptive 0.86±0.05 82.5%±5.1% 0.57±0.24 1.75x
GRU Baseline [6] 75% 0.81±0.07 82.0%±6.1% 0.75 1.3x
GRU Baseline [6] 100% 0.87±0.04 82.8%±5.5% 1.0 -
V. CONCLUSIONS
We presented a model for acoustic emotion recognition,
which is able to decide adaptively to emit the prediction as
early as possible keeping a high level of accuracy. To the
best of our knowledge, our model is the first implementation
using the policy gradient for early emotion classification. Our
model is able to distinguish angry emotion from neutral on
average 1.75 times earlier and achieves similar performance
compared to the GRU Baseline (which uses the whole ut-
terance). We especially selected the angry emotion due to
its potential applications in safety scenarios and its urgency
among other emotions for an early detection.
Our model keeps the performance levels comparable in
the clean IEMOCAP and noisy IEMOCAP-iCub datasets.
A reason for this could be that in our architecture, the
action selection model does not directly obtain the emotion
classification output and only learns to optimize with the
terminal reward.
Our model can also be applied to other sequence classi-
fication tasks such as gesture recognition. As future work
we want to include other modalities, like vision, to improve
the performance of our model. Moreover, including other
emotions such as happiness and sadness can extend our
model applications for instance to conduct a dialogue.
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